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AMPHIBIANS


Tapley B et al. 2014. Meeting ultraviolet B radiation requirements of amphibians in captivity: a case study with mountain chicken frogs (Leptodactylus fallax) and general recommendations for pre-release health screening. Zoo Biology, advanced e-alert.

**BIRDS**


**FEEDS, FORAGES and METHODOLOGY**

Brooks mA et al. 2014. Effect of varying dietary starch and fiber levels and inoculum source (mule deer versus dairy cow) on simulated rumen fermentation characteristics. Zoo Biolgy, 33(2): 110-120.


**FISH (aquaria)**

**FOOD SAFETY**

**INVERTEBRATES (terrestrial and aquatic)**


**MAMMALS**


Schoster A et al. 2014. Probiotic use in horses –what is the evidence for their clinical efficacy? Journal of Veterinary Internal Medicine, advanced e-alert.


**NUTRITIONAL PATHOLOGY AND CLINICAL NUTRITION**


Dutton C et al. 2014. The effect of supplementation with vitamin A on serum and liver concentrations in Puerto Rican crested toads (Peltophryne lemur) and its lack of impact on brown skin disease. Zoo Biology, advance e-alert.


**REPTILES**
